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benchmarks: the soaring Chicago Sympho-
ny/Reiner (RCA), any Solti recording (all
Decca), Tennstedt (EMI), even the Munch
video (Sept/Oct 2011) or the Des Moines Sym-
phony and Joseph Giunta this past season.

Fischer’s low burn rate is better suited to
Siegfried Idyll, though that’s little comfort if
you, like me, find the piece insufferably dull.
Reiner (again!) and Stokowski (Decca) eat Fis-
cher’s lunch in the two Gotterdammerung
instrumental interludes. He lets the perfor-
mances meander, while his two predecessors
shaped masterly capsule expressions of Wagn-
er’s emotionally potent musical structures.
“Siegfried passed, you say. Myeh, I need to stop
and get milk and bread on the way home .”

Petra Lang injects some much-needed
drama in the Immolation Scene, and she
seems to excite Fischer to a little more anima-
tion than in the rest of the program. But this is
not an Immolation Scene for the ages.

Still, it’s a pretty well filled disc with warm,
slightly fuzzy SACD engineering. The sound is
a bit vague. Or is it merely a reflection of the
performances?

HANSEN

WAGNER: on the Organ
Jonathan Vaughn—Regent 394—83 minutes

Hansjög Albrecht
Oehms 690—60 minutes

There is a lot of blare and bombast in Wagner’s
orchestral music. There is even more in these
transcriptions for organ. Perhaps it is the less
mellow stops used in these transcriptions, the
tight timbres, the unrelenting brightness—or
just the sheer unexpected sounds from the
organ.

There is a real difference in the sound of
the two organs and in the playing of the organ-
ists. Vaughn plays transcriptions by Edwin
Henry Lemare on the organ of St Mary Red-
cliffe, Bristol. These transcriptions come
across as blatantly bright, abetted by the regis-
tration. Vaughn’s performances sound crass,
mechanical, with little sense of propulsion. He
duplicates only two selections from the
Albrecht disc: the prelude to Tristan und Isolde
and the Overture to Die Meistersinger. The rest
of the program consists of the ‘Pilgrims’ Cho-
rus’ (Tannhäuser, the ‘Liebestod’ (Tristan, the
preludes to Act 1 and 3 of Lohengrin, ‘Sieg-
fried’s Funeral March (Gotterdämmerung),
and the ‘Ride of the Valkyries’ and ‘Magic Fire
Music’ (Die Walküre).

Albrecht plays the Kleuker- und Cavaillé-
Coll-Mutin organ in the St Nikolai Church in
Kiel. He uses transcriptions by Lemare and
Erwin Horn. Besides the two duplications,
Albrecht plays the overtures to Tannhäuser,
Parsifal, and Flying Dutchman. But what a

contrast to the Vaugn performances! The
organ registrations are more mellow, well-
integrated, yet with clarity of line, the perfor-
mances very exciting with lots of movement
and propulsion. It’s an aural treat. Also includ-
ed is “An Imaginary Talk with Richard Wagn-
er”, a most entertaining conversation between
organist Albrecht and composer Wagner (writ-
ten by Albrecht).

PARSONS

WAGNER: Piano Pieces
Dario Bonuccelli

Dynamic 761 [2CD] 63 minutes

Pier Paolo Vincenzi, Federica Ferrati
Brilliant 94450 [2CD] 145 minutes

Pianists Bonuccelli and Vincenzi advocate
Wagner in these recordings of his piano oeu-
vre. While both artists proclaim that their discs
contain the complete piano works, there are
differences in approach. Yet both pianists offer
strong readings.

Bonuccelli’s sensitive ‘Tristan und Isolde’
is full of rubato, but perhaps too much be-
cause the line in the right hand sounds frag-
mented. The Albumblatt in E is Wagner at his
simplest, played simply. The Fantasia is ele-
gant, the recitative elements of the opening
brought out wonderfully. Bonuccelli works
decently with rather rudimentary material,
emphasizing its dramatic elements even
though it is not an interesting work.

Vincenzi’s playing is excellent, and his
Tristan and Isolde is painstakingly delicate,
almost hesitant. This contrasts with the bold-
ness of Bonucelli’s, and I prefer the almost
understated poignancy his interpretation
adds. Another example of the difference
between Bonuccelli’s and Vincenzi’s
approaches is heard in the Piano Sonata in B-
flat. Bonuccelli evokes the Wanderer Fantasy
with clean, crisp articulation, very appropriate
to the Pleyel and Weber that influenced this
piece. While the cleanness of his approach is
welcomed, Vincenzi is more imaginative and
lyrical. Bonuccelli’s playing is straightforward
and square; Vincenzi’s is imaginative and lyri-
cal, with more pedal. Where Bonuccelli’s ‘Tris-
tan’ sounds heavily saccharine, like a too-rich
dessert, Vincenzi’s feels like a satisfying main
dish.

KANG

WAGNER: Transcribed for piano
Wesendonck Songs; Walkure; Siegfried; Got-
terdammerung

Juan Guillermo Vizcarra
Toccata 151—72 minutes

These transcriptions are by August Stradal, a
Liszt disciple who had also studied with Bruck-
ner. He was a prolific transcriber: lots of Bach,
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